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Abstract

Relatively, few species have been able to colonize extremely cold alpine environments. We

investigate the role played by the cushion life form in the evolution of climatic niches in the plant

genus Androsace s.l., which spreads across the mountain ranges of the Northern Hemisphere.

Using robust methods that account for phylogenetic uncertainty, intraspecific variability of

climatic requirements and different life-history evolution scenarios, we show that climatic niches

of Androsace s.l. exhibit low phylogenetic signal and that they evolved relatively recently and

punctually. Models of niche evolution fitted onto phylogenies show that the cushion life form has

been a key innovation providing the opportunity to occupy extremely cold environments, thus

contributing to rapid climatic niche diversification in the genus Androsace s.l. We then propose a

plausible scenario for the adaptation of plants to alpine habitats.
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The evolutionary mechanisms that drive species’ ranges have fascinated evolutionists and

biogeographers since Darwin (1859). One key element lying at the heart of these questions

is the set of ecological conditions required for a given species to maintain viable populations

(i.e., the species’ ecological niche, Grinnell 1917; Hutchinson 1957). Among the different

niche dimensions, climatic niches are particularly interesting in the current context of

climate change, because their evolutionary stasis (i.e., niche conservatism) combined with

insufficient migration capacities (Loarie et al. 2009), could lead to disproportionate species

loss in certain clades (Mace et al. 2003; Parmesan 2006; Thuiller et al. 2011). Recent

literature emphasizes that there is an urgent need to test whether niche conservatism can be

considered as a general principle (Wiens et al. 2010), and to determine the rates and drivers

of climatic niche evolution (Lavergne et al. 2010a).

Despite the current debate on the prevalence of niche conservatism in nature (Losos 2008a;

Wiens et al. 2010), some general principles have been identified. The most common view is

that high dispersal rates in a species enable habitat selection, leading to stabilizing selection

on key ecological traits and hence niche conservatism. Donoghue (2008) posited that it

might be easier and quicker for species to migrate than to evolve when exposed to

environmental change. In contrast, situations suited for rapid niche evolution often involve

dispersal limitations. Ackerly (2003) pointed out that isolation on “environmental islands”

subject to environmental change might expose species to strong selection pressures,

resulting in punctual and abrupt niche shifts. The literature on adaptive radiations contains

numerous examples of rapid niche evolution in insular settings (e.g., Witter and Carr 1988;

Pinto et al. 2008). Most of these cases involve the emergence of a key innovation, that is, a

trait that allows a species to interact with the environment in a fundamentally different way

and provides the stimulus for niche evolution (Miller 1949; Losos and Mahler 2010; we do

not use in this article the recent definition of a key innovation as a trait enhancing

diversification rates).

A commonly used approach for testing niche conservatism has been the measurement of

“phylogenetic signal.” This statistical pattern measures “the tendency for related species to

resemble each other more than if they were taken at random from a phylogenetic tree”

(Blomberg and Garland 2002), a strong phylogenetic signal in niche-related traits being

usually interpreted as evidence for niche conservatism (Losos 2008a). However, although

phylogenetic signal describes a statistical pattern of trait autocorrelation across phylogenies,

it is not useful for inferring the rate (amount of change per unit of time), the tempo (early vs.

late) and the mode (punctual vs. gradual) of niche evolution (Revell et al. 2008; Lavergne et

al. 2010a). Recently, Evans et al. (2009) investigated the tempo (i.e., early vs. late) of

climatic niche diversification in a group of plants (Oenothera spp. [Onagraceae], sections

Anogra and Kleinia) and showed that comparing niche evolutionary patterns to the ones

expected under a null model of Brownian evolution can reveal interesting insights into the

processes driving niche evolution (see also Yesson and Culham 2006a,b). Surprisingly, little

attention has been paid to the biological traits potentially driving niche evolution (but see

Luxbacher and Knouft 2009; Edwards and Smith 2010). Indeed, most of the studies on

climatic niche conservatism have detected patterns of niche evolution and in some cases
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have discussed their consequences, but have rarely tackled the processes that are directly

involved (Wiens et al. 2010).

Alpine species are well suited to the study of niche evolution because they have experienced

major climatic fluctuations in the past (Zachos et al. 2008), and may exhibit key phenotypic

innovations that have allowed the colonization of alpine niches following mountain uplifts.

Moreover, the mountain ranges they occupy make their distribution highly fragmented and

their survival particularly vulnerable to climate change (Randin et al. 2009). Here, we focus

on the Androsace (sensu Martins et al. 2003) genus (Primulaceae), a group of about 110

species (according to the International Plant Names Index, http://www.ipni.org) and

distributed among the temperate and cold regions of the Northern Hemisphere, many of

them being endemic to certain mountain ranges. It is suspected that the evolutionary history

of Androsace has been primarily shaped by mountains uplifts and past climate fluctuations,

as already detected in some groups in which floras have been fragmented by the emergence

of high-altitude island-like habitats (e.g., Hughes and Eastwood 2006). Interestingly, species

within this genus harbor a variety of life forms, such as annual and perennial herbaceous, but

also long-lived cushions, which have long been thought to be adapted to harsh alpine

conditions (Körner 1999). However, the link between life form and particular climatic

niches has never been quantitatively tested.

This leads us to address the following questions: (1) is there any trace of past rapid climatic

niche evolution in Androsace, as expected given the fragmentation of the high-altitude

habitats they occupy? (2) Is the cushion life-form ancestral in Androsace or is it a derived

character? And if derived, when and how many times has it evolved? (3) Is the cushion life

form a key innovation (sensu Miller 1949) that triggered a significant shift toward alpine

niches? To answer these questions and understand the evolutionary history of climatic

niches and life forms in the Androsace genus, we developed a comprehensive phylo-climatic

modeling approach. We first built the most complete phylogeny of the Androsace genus to

date. Then, we used robust methods to estimate species’ climatic niches and compared them

in the phylogenetic framework while accounting for intraspecific niche variability, and

uncertainty in phylogenetic inference and ancestral traits reconstructions.

Material and Methods

STUDY GROUP AND TAXON SAMPLING

Recent phylogenetic studies (Martins et al. 2003; Schneeweiss et al. 2004) have shown that

the former Androsace L., Vitaliana Sesl., Douglasia Lindl., and Pomatosace Maxim. genera

form a monophyletic group (hereafter referred to as the Androsace genus). The hotspot of

species richness for Androsace occurs in the Eastern Himalaya, as for Primulaceae in

general, suggesting that this clade is of Asian origin. All Androsace species except Vitaliana

primuliflora are characterized by white or pink homostylous flowers that have a short

corolla tube and are relatively large compared to plant size (Ruffier-Lanche 1964). They are

mainly pollinated by Hymenoptera and have low competition abilities. The main differences

between species of the genus are their contrasted soil ecologies (e.g., Androsace alpina is

described as mainly silicicolous and A. helvetica as mainly calcicolous, Lauber and Wagner

2007), their climatic requirements (from dry steppes to mountain tops) and their different
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life forms, ranging from annual species to cushions with high individual longevity (see

illustrations on Fig. 1).

The phylogenetic trees we built contain 77 taxa (see Appendix S1). Subspecies were first

collapsed together (always collapsed to the type subspecies) as the occurrence data we used

did not distinguish between subspecies (71 species left). All the species were used to

estimate ancestral life forms. Finally, 19 species were pruned from the trees and removed

from the analyses on climatic niches, as there was little knowledge about their current

distribution (fewer than five known occurrences, see list in Appendix S1).

PHYLOGENETIC INFERENCE

All ITS and trnL-F sequences available in Genbank for Androsace, Douglasia, Potamosace,

and Vitaliana plus three outgroups (Soldanella alpina L., Trientalis borealis Raf., and T.

europaea L.) were retrieved (accession numbers available in Appendix S1). Both regions

were available for 61 ingroup species (66 taxa including subspecies), and only one region

was available for 11 additional species, thus covering around 65% (72 out of ca. 110) of the

Androsace species. Those sequences correspond to the following studies: Dixon et al.

(2009), Martins et al. (2003), Mast et al. (2006), Schneeweiss et al. (2004), Schönswetter

and Schneeweiss (2009), Wang et al. (2004). When more than one sequence was available

for each taxa and region, a consensus sequence was created with Bioedit (Hall 1999). For

each region, sequences were aligned with ClustalW2 (Larkin et al. 2007), Kalign (Lassmann

and Sonnhammer 2005), MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2005), and Muscle (Edgar 2004). The best

alignment was chosen with the multiple overlap score of MUMSA (Lassmann and

Sonnhammer 2006). MUMSA is a tool for automatic assessment of alignment quality that

provides two indices: the average overlap score, which indicates whether the sequences

cumulated for a region are too divergent to be aligned consistently; and the multiple overlap

score, which identifies the most consistent alignment when comparing different alignments

for a same set of sequences. For both regions, the best alignment was the one produced by

MAFFT. We removed ambiguous sites from the alignments matrices with trimAl using the

heuristic algorithm—automated1 (Capella-Gutierrez et al. 2009), which uses gaps and

similarities distribution to determine the thresholds for trimming the poorly aligned sites of

an alignment. We determined the best-fitting model of evolution for each region with the

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as implemented in MrModeltest version 2 (Nylander

2004). Both regions were concatenated with FASconCAT (Kuck and Meusemann 2010).

Phylogenetic analyses were conducted for the combined dataset with MrBayes 3.1.2.

(Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) with partitioned model parameters for each region. Two

independent analyses were run with 20 million generations sampling one of every 100 trees.

Run convergences were checked with AWTY (Nylander et al. 2008), a tool for graphical

exploration of convergence in rates of posterior split probabilities and branch lengths. The

first 25% of trees were eliminated in the burn-in phase. The combined matrix and the 50%

majority-rule consensus phylogenetic tree were deposited in Treebase; study number

TB2:S11159 (http://www.treebase.org).

Dating analyses were performed with PAML (Yang 1997) and Multidivtime packages

(Kishino et al. 2001; Thorne and Kishino 2002), which provide a mean age and a 95%
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confidence interval (95% CI) for each node. This was applied to 100 randomly selected trees

from the posterior distribution of Bayesian analyses to take into account phylogenetic

uncertainty in subsequent analyses. To calibrate the trees, due to the lack of a suitable fossil

record for Androsace, a minimum and maximum age constraint (34.5–35.3 million years ago

[Mya]) was applied to the Androsace crown node based on the results (95% CI limits)

obtained in Yesson et al. (2009), which produced a dated generic level molecular phylogeny

of Primulaceae and Myrsinaceae. A maximum age of 45.3 Mya was applied to the root

node, which corresponds to the upper limit of the 95% CI (Yesson et al. 2009) for the split

between Primulaceae and Myrsinaceae (to which Trientalis belongs). We used the ages

reported by Yesson et al. (2009) and not those of Schneeweiss et al. (2004) because we

consider the data of the former are more accurate. Schneeweiss et al. (2004) dating was

indeed based on divergence estimates of Maesaceae, Theophrastaceae, Primulaceae, and

Myrsinaceae obtained by Wikström et al. (2001) in a study including only two genera of

Primulaceae, whereas Yesson et al. (2009) constructed expressly a phylogeny of

Myrsinaceae (18 genera included) and Primulaceae to obtain a secondary age estimate for

the genera of Primulaceae (13 genera sampled).

For the following analyses, each of the 100 trees was pruned to keep only 62 (for life-form

reconstructions) or 51 tips (for all calculations including climatic niches) using PAUP*

4.0b10 (Swofford 2002).

LOCATION

Occurrence data for 51 species of Androsace (see list in Appendix S1) were extracted from

the Global Biodiversity Information Facility database (GBIF, http://www.gbif.org).

Occurrences for 13 species from the Alps obtained from two French National Botanical

Conservatories (CBNA, http://www.cbna05.com, and CBNMED, http://www.cbnmed.fr)

and from the CRSF Swiss Floristics Network (http://www.crsf.ch) were also added to the

dataset. After deleting all points with coordinate precisions lower than 0.01 arc-degree, more

than 7000 points remained almost equally distributed between the two different data sources.

European species were generally more represented in the data than Central Asian and

American ones (see number of occurrences for each species in Appendix S1). As no

additional sources of distribution data are available for the Asian part of the study, and

because our results were robust to the low number of occurrence for some species

(Appendix S2), this data asymmetry is not likely to generate any bias in our study but should

only reduce the statistical power of interspecific comparisons of niche characteristics

NICHE SEPARATION

To separate species’ niches in a multidimensional space, we used an ordination method

called the “outlying mean index” (OMI, Dolédec et al. 2000), which measures the distance

between a species’ niche and the mean conditions of the sampling area (in this case, all

locations where Androsace species are present). Unlike other ordination techniques, the

OMI makes no assumption about the shape of the species’ response curve to environmental

gradients and gives equal weight to all sites regardless of their species richness (Thuiller et

al. 2004). The latter characteristic was particularly appreciable in our case, given the low

number of observed occurrences in Central Asia.
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Global climate across the Northern Hemisphere was represented by the 19 “Bioclim”

variables from the WORLDCLIM database (Hijmans et al. 2005, http://worldclim.org) for

the baseline period (1950-2000). These variables represented a range of metrics (mean

value, variance, and extremes) on global temperature and precipitations. The topographic

heterogeneity of the mountain ranges where Androsace mostly occurs and the average

precision of the occurrence data led us to choose a moderate resolution of 2.5′. We also

added a critical variable for plant physiology, namely the ratio of actual over potential

evapotranspiration (aetpet, see Thuiller et al. 2005 for more details). The choice of including

only climatic variables into the niche estimation was motivated by the global scale of our

study, at which it is known that primary determinants of species distributions are climatic

(Woodward 1990, 1992). Furthermore, in the special case of Androsace, which share similar

biotic interactions and occur in relatively cold and dry environments, abiotic variables might

be more important than biotic ones for setting niche boundaries (Körner 1999). Although

Androsace species show contrasting soil ecologies, and even if substrate type strongly

influences alpine plant distributions (Alvarez et al. 2009), we did not include soil

preferences in our study due to the absence of data with a sufficient global scale resolution.

INTEGRATING MULTIPLE SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY

In this study, we developed an original workflow to account for multiple sources of

uncertainty (Appendix S4).

1. To date, few studies of niche evolution have explicitly incorporated phylogenetic

uncertainty through the use of multiple phylogenetic trees (but see Edwards and

Smith 2010). Here, all subsequent analyses were carried out on a set of 100

phylogenetic trees sampled randomly from the stationary phase of Bayesian

analyses.

2. Another possible source of error is due to the fact that most comparative studies

often consider only the mean value of a character for each species (Losos 2008a;

Kozak and Wiens 2010). Indeed, evolutionary biologists since Darwin (1859) have

known about intraspecific variability in niche-related traits, as it is the basis of

lineage differentiation and speciation. It can sometimes be higher than interspecific

variation among closely related species (Felsenstein 2008; Albert et al. 2010) and

can inflate type I errors in phylogenetic tests (Harmon and Losos 2005). Still,

niches of species are almost always represented by their mean values in

phylogenetic studies (e.g., Luxbacher and Knouft 2009; Kozak and Wiens 2010;

but see Evans et al. 2009). Here, we propose a way of incorporating intraspecific

niche variability in studies of niche evolution. Instead of retaining the mean niche

position and niche breadth over the most important axes, we extracted the scores of

all occurrence points on the first two axes yielded by the OMI. For each species, we

obtained a bidimensional distribution that can be interpreted as a projection of the

climatic niche in the environmental space, maximizing niche differentiation across

the whole study group. We used these distributions to resample species’ positions

along climatic gradients: at each resampling step one, “niche value” on each

gradient was randomly selected for each species from its niche distribution on the

OMI axes. These values were then used in the phylogenetic analyses. This allowed
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us to overcome the biases induced by intraspecific niche variability (see the

comparison with results without resampling in Appendix S3).

3. Finally, ancestral state estimation is a step that is traditionally known to generate

major uncertainties (Pagel 1997; Losos 1999). After inferring the best model of

life-form evolution (see below), we used joint likelihoods of the different life forms

for every node in the tree to generate 100 ancestral state reconstructions per tree.

The methods presented below are detailed for one given tree and one set of characters (niche

values for extant species and ancestral life forms), but by pooling the results obtained for all

resamples of phylogenetic trees, climatic niche positions, and ancestral life forms, we

obtained the distributions of all estimated parameters and AIC scores of alternative models.

Given that they were not normal, these distributions were always compared using pairwise

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to evaluate if their means were statistically different. All the

following analyses have been performed using the R software (R Development Core Team

2011) version 2.12.0 with the ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007), ape (Paradis et al. 2004),

geiger (Harmon et al. 2008), picante (Kembel et al. 2009), and diversitree (FitzJohn et al.

2009) packages.

EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF THE CLIMATIC NICHE

As the fragmentation of habitats occupied by Androsace could have stimulated niche

evolution, we first measured the amount of phylogenetic signal in the climatic niches using

two statistics: Blomberg’s K (Blomberg et al. 2003; Kembel 2009) and Pagel’s λ (Pagel

1999; Freckleton et al. 2002), which differ in their statistical implementation and parameter

testing procedures. Using both of them, we prevent ourselves from drawing conclusions

from a single method, the potential pitfalls of which have been pointed out (Freckleton et al.

2002; Revell et al. 2008). K compares the distribution of independent contrasts (Felsenstein

1985) to that expected under a Brownian motion (BM) model of trait evolution. Values of K

close to 0 imply no signal and values closer or higher than 1 indicate a signal close or

greater than expected under a BM model of evolution. K’s significance is assessed by data

randomization. Pagel’s λ is a multiplicative parameter affecting the covariances of

characters between different tips of the tree, using a generalized least square optimization. It

ranges from 0 to 1, indicating no signal or a signal equivalent to the one expected under BM,

respectively. Its significance can be assessed by a likelihood ratio comparison of nested

models with particular values (i.e., 0 or 1).

Given the low amount of phylogenetic signal in climatic niches of Androsace (see Results),

we went a step further and tried to determine how and when niche evolution took place. For

this we estimated the tempo and the mode of climatic niche evolution. The tempo describes

whether a character has evolved early (close to the root) or late (close to the tips) in a given

phylogeny; the mode of evolution discriminates between gradual (i.e., changes proportional

to branch length) and punctual evolution. This was first performed by computing Pagel’s δ
and κ parameters, which, respectively, measure the tempo and mode of evolution (Pagel

1999; Verdú 2006).
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To get a precise view of how niches diversified over time during clade growth and to be able

to compare it with the timing of the appearance of the cushion life form, the tempo of niche

evolution was also assessed through a disparity analysis (Harmon et al. 2003). Disparity

within a clade is calculated here from average pairwise Euclidean distance between species

on the two niche axes, and standardized by the disparity of the whole genus. Then, for each

speciation event in the phylogeny, the mean disparity is calculated as the average of the

disparities of the clades whose ancestral lineage was present at the time of the speciation. By

plotting the average subclade disparity against evolutionary time, we obtain a disparity-

through-time (DTT) plot, which ranges between 1 (all disparity still to be built) and 0 (all

disparity has been accumulated). Observed DTT is then compared to the one expected under

a null model of evolution, that is, to BM simulations (10 simulations for each observed

DTT). To quantify the results of the disparity analysis, we computed the morphological

disparity index (MDI), which compares observed disparity to the one expected under BM

(Harmon et al. 2003). Positive values of MDI indicate that disparity is relatively distributed

within clades and hence that the trait being studied has evolved relatively recently;

alternatively, negative values of MDI are interpreted as evidence of disparity being mainly

between clades and of early evolution of the trait (Evans et al. 2009).

EVOLUTION OF LIFE FORMS

Information on species life forms was gathered from the following sources: Flora Helvetica

(Lauber and Wagner 2007), Flora Europeae (Tutin et al. 1964+), Flora of China (Hu and

Kelso 2007), and Flora of North America (Cholewa and Kelso 2009). Life forms were

classified into the three following groups: “short-lived” species for annuals and biannuals,

“perennials” for herbaceous perennials, and “cushion” species for long-lived species

forming dense mats or cushions, generally displaying woody structures. Using our newly

developed phylogeny and by distinguishing cushions from other perennials species, we are

extending a previous work on the evolution of life form in Androsace that had been

performed on a smaller phylogeny (Schneeweiss et al. 2004).

To determine the ancestral life form of the Androsace genus and the number of times the

cushion life form has evolved, we estimated ancestral life forms over our set of phylogenetic

trees using ancestral state reconstructions following the Markov (Mk) model (Lewis 2001)

as implemented by Fitzjohn et al. (2009). This was done by fitting and comparing six

possible discrete Markov models: a model with all transition rates being different (ARD),

the same model but with the tree root constrained to be short-lived (ARD-root), a model

with equal transition rates (ER), the same with a short-lived ancestor (ER-root), a model

with different rates and transitions between short-lived species and cushions set to zero (NEJ

for “No Evolutionary Jumps”) and the same with a short-lived ancestor (NEJ-root). Models

were compared using AIC. The possibility of having a short-lived ancestor of the genus is

highly motivated by the fact that the cushion life form is a derived character in most

angiosperm genera (S. Aubert, unpubl. data). Following model selection, we used the best

model to run evolutionary simulations of life-form evolution. This was done by drawing

histories of life forms from the joint likelihood of each life form on every node of the

phylogeny (100 character histories per tree, following Fitzjohn et al. 2009)
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RELATION BETWEEN LIFE FORM AND NICHE EVOLUTION

To investigate the role played by life-form transitions in climatic niche evolution and see

whether the cushion life form is a key innovation in this genus, we fitted different models of

niche evolution to the data, covering a broad range of evolutionary scenarios. We compared

a BM model of evolution with various Orstein–Ulhenbeck models (OU, Butler and King

2004). BM models the random walk of niche values; it has been introduced as a model for

genetic drift but can also be interpreted as a model of selection in a fluctuating environment,

like the one that ancestors of Androsace probably experienced. The OU model includes both

a random walk and a constraint term. It has been designed to model selection of a

continuous character along a phylogeny (Butler and King 2004), with one or several

selective optima depending on a priori hypotheses (e.g., Lavergne et al. 2010b). A good fit

of an OU model is often interpreted as evidence of evolutionary constraints acting on the

character under study. Here, we use OU models to model habitat selection along climatic

gradients depending on different possible selective scenarios. The first OU model has a

single optimum, common to all current and ancestral species (OU1). In this case, the model

assumes that there is a single optimal niche for all the species of the group. The second

model (OU2) has two optima depending on well-delimitated clades (Central Asian vs.

American–European, see Results), which would imply that different climatic optima have

evolved into separate geographic regions, for example due to different specific genetic

adaptations of the ancestors of each clade or to climatic differences between the two regions

placing different constraints on niche evolution. The last model (OU3) is a model with three

optima depending on life form and parameterized with the ancestral reconstructions

performed as described above. This last model makes the hypothesis that the three different

life forms are suited to different climatic conditions and could indicate that they selected for

different optimal climatic tolerances.

Results

PHYLOGENETIC INFERENCE

To date, the phylogeny obtained in this study is the most complete for Androsace, including

77 taxa and 72 recognized species of the genus. The topology of the 50% majority-rule

consensus tree (Appendix S5) is totally congruent with the results obtained by two

complementary works that explored the phylogenetic relationships within Androsace and

allied genera (Schneeweiss et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004). Clade supports are, in general,

equal or higher to those obtained in these two studies. The ingroup species are divided into

two well-supported clades: one constituted by species distributed mainly in Central Asia, the

other formed mainly by American and/or European species, and including the nested genera

Douglasia, Vitaliana, and Pomatosace (Fig. 1).

Divergence time estimation analyses yielded older age estimates for all nodes (especially

deeper ones) than those obtained in previous studies (Schneeweiss et al. 2004; Wang et al.

2004). This is probably due mainly to calibration based on the updated phylogeny of

Primulaceae made by Yesson et al. (2009), who obtained a date of 35.4–34.7 Mya instead of

the 23 Mya reported by Schneeweiss et al. (2004). The split between the two main clades of

Androsace s. l. would have occurred 34.9 Mya (95% CI: 34.5–35.3 Mya). The genus
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Pomatosace, sister to the European–American clade, would have diverged 31.9 Mya (95%

CI: 28.8–34.2 Mya). In contrast, the two other genera nested within Androsace, that is,

Vitaliana and Douglasia, are much more recent: Vitaliana would have appeared 1.8 Mya

(95% CI: 1.3–8.5 Mya), and the ancestor of Douglasia and A. triflora Adans. would have

diversified 1.5 Mya (95% CI: 0.8–6.6 Mya). Node ages and 95% CI are reported in

Appendix S6.

NICHE SEPARATION

The first two axes of the OMI analysis represented 77% of the total inertia of the points

included in the study. The first axis (50% of total inertia) correlated negatively with seven

(out of eight) precipitation variables, and most strongly with precipitation of the driest

quarter and precipitation of the driest month. This first gradient will therefore be referred to

hereafter as the “moisture gradient.” The second gradient (27% of total inertia) correlated

negatively with seven (out of 11) temperature variables and above all with the mean

temperature of the coldest quarter, minimal temperature of the coldest month, and mean

annual temperature. This second gradient will be referred to hereafter as the “temperature

gradient.” Although most Androsace species could be described as arctic-alpine or alpine

species, niche separation was, however, quite significant along these two climatic axis,

suggesting that strong niche diversification has occurred in the genus (species scores on the

OMI axes shown in Fig. 2).

EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF THE NICHE

Although our two estimates of phylogenetic signal were not always convergent, the common

pattern was a moderate phylogenetic signal for the niche distributions along the two climatic

axes for all sampled phylogenetic trees (Table 1). However, K was never estimated to be

greater than 1 and lambda was never close to 1, suggesting a phylogenetic signal lower than

the one expected under BM.

On the two environmental axes, δ was always greater than 1 (δ = 2.999 for 99.8% of the

resamples on axis 1 and for 99.4% on axis 2, Table 1), thus clearly confirming the expected

late diversification of climatic niches. Estimated κ values tend to be quite small for the two

axes of the climatic niche (Table 1), indicating that niches have tended to evolve in a

punctual way, that is, quite independently of branch lengths. Disparity plots revealed that

climatic niches have evolved in a way that is not discernable from BM for most of the

evolutionary history of Androsace (Fig. 3). This was followed by a fast and marked increase

of the niche disparity of climatic niches occurring relatively recently in evolutionary time,

with this burst of niche disparification starting approximately around 10 Mya. The MDI

obtained across all the resamples was recurrently positive (mean = 0.182, SD = 0.075),

suggesting that niche disparity was mostly distributed within subclades and thus confirming

the late evolution of climatic niches.

EVOLUTION OF LIFE FORM

The six different discrete Markov models of life-form evolution yielded significantly

different AIC values, with the model with the lowest AIC distribution being NEJ-root (Fig.

4A), that is a model with all the rates being different, forbidden transitions between short-
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lived species and cushions, and the ancestor forced to be short-lived. Rates of transition

between perennials and cushions were on average about 10 times higher than rates for the

transitions between short-lived species and perennials (qshortlived→perennial = 0.023 Mya−1,

qperennial→shortlived = 0.0424 Mya−1, qperennial→cushion = 0.541 Mya−1, qcushion→perennial =

0.268 Mya−1), suggesting that shifts between the short-lived and the perennial life form

seldom occurred in the genus. Our results mainly agree with those of Schneeweiss et al.

(2004). Reconstructions showed that the cushion life form appeared independently in the

two main clades. Hence, we can affirm that it is a homoplasy shared by some Himalayan

and some Western (European and North American) species. Only three reversals from

perennials toward short-lived species were inferred, whereas Schneeweiss et al. (2004)

found at least four. This new result is due to the improvement of the phylogeny, which

includes more Central Asian species and thus helps to resolve uncertainties in this clade. We

used ancestral life-form reconstructions made using the NEJ-root model for fitting the OU3

model in the following section (marginal likelihoods of the three ancestral states at each

node of the phylogeny are shown on Fig. 1).

INFLUENCE OF LIFE FORM ON NICHE EVOLUTION

Different evolutionary scenarios yielded extremely variable AICc distributions, with BM

generally yielding the highest AICc values (mean = 523, SD = 20). OU3 had the lowest

AICc values (mean = 485, SD = 15), and was therefore the model that best described niche

evolution among the models we compared (Fig. 4B). Climatic optima estimated for different

life forms and across all trees, drawn niche values and ancestral state reconstructions

showed that short-lived species displayed the driest climatic optimum, and that the coldest

temperature optimum was for cushion species (Fig. 5).

Discussion

One of the main arguments supporting the importance of niche conservatism is that most

clades generally occupy only one or a few given biomes (e.g., Crisp et al. 2009 for plants).

This observation leads to the conclusion that adaptations to new climates have often been

difficult (Donoghue 2008), carrying important implications for the future distribution of

species in the face of climate change. However, a few biological groups have managed to

colonize extreme environments over relatively short timescales, thus challenging common

wisdom about niche conservatism. The macroevolutionary study of such groups is therefore

necessary to reveal the general mechanisms that enable adaptation to changing

environments. Our study of niche and trait evolution in Androsace provides one of these

much-needed examples.

NICHE LABILITY IN ANDROSACE

This study reveals significant evolutionary lability of climatic niches in the Androsace

genus, as indicated by a weak phylogenetic signal and strong interspecific disparity in

climatic optima along temperature and moisture gradients. Although most Androsace

species tend to occur in relatively cold environments, niche separation illustrates clear

differences between their climatic requirements. For example, the mean annual temperature

in the genus ranges from −10.4°C for Douglasia ochotensis to 18.4°C for A. umbellata,
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European species occupying slightly wetter and warmer environments than American or

Central Asian ones (Appendix S1). Dimensions of niche differentiation vary between the

two main Androsace clades. In the Central Asian clade, species’ niches are primarily

distinguished along the temperature gradient. For example, A. umbellata, found in New

Guinea, has the warmest niche position and shows almost no niche overlap with other

Androsace species. Within the American-European clade, niche differentiation is mainly

driven by the moisture gradient, which is due to the Rocky Mountains or Alaska regions

being relatively drier than European mountain ranges. Phylogenetic comparative analyses of

climatic niches in the Androsace genus reveal the reasons for this lability. Indeed, the recent

diversification of species’ niches (high values of δ and positive MDI) through punctual

evolution (low values of κ) is likely to have erased most of the phylogenetic legacy in

species environmental requirements, resulting in low phylogenetic signal. We can conclude

that the climatic niches of Androsace have not been conserved through evolutionary time but

instead underwent a late and rapid radiation.

These findings are in agreement with the prediction that isolation of lineages leads to niche

evolution (Ackerly 2003; Donoghue 2008). Indeed, the orogeny of the Alpide belt (the

mountain range that extends along the southern margin of Eurasia, from the Pyrenees to

New Guinea) started around 40 Mya (Nikonov 1988) and proceeded at high rates until the

present day, leading to the sharp topography we observe today (Hergarten et al. 2010).

Ancestral lineages of Androsace probably rode this mountain uplift, thus becoming

progressively isolated from each other by eroded valleys (Kuhlemann 2007) and lowlands.

The lack of zoochory opportunities for plants that do not produce fleshy fruits and the

absence of seed adaptation to long distance dispersal (as noted in A. alpina by Schonswetter

et al. 2003) may have increased this geographic isolation. In addition, Cenozoic Era climatic

and glacial oscillations (Zachos et al. 2008) are likely to have alternately opened pathways

between populations and created environmental barriers between favorable regions. The

punctual evolution of the climatic niche we observed in Androsace could be the result of

colonization events enabled by the opening of these pathways during colder periods,

followed by speciation and rapid adaptation after isolation. Numerous cases of rapid niche

disparification in plant lineages following colonization of island-like habitats have already

been documented. Perhaps the most striking cases are those of the Hawaiian silverswords

(Witter and Carr 1988 Evolution) and of the Andean species of the genus Lupinus (Hughes

et al. 2006), both displaying tremendous variation in life form (from weeds of a few

centimeters to trees) and habitat. The case of Androsace is however different because it has

less variation in life form and habitat but higher variation in climatic tolerances.

THE RISE OF THE CUSHION LIFE FORM

Interestingly, the diversification of climatic niches observed in Androsace has been

enhanced by life-form evolution. Short-lived Androsace tend to occupy the driest niches

(e.g., dry steppes and plains), which is consistent with previous observations that seed

dormancy of annual plants prevents local extinction during drought periods (Körner 1999),

even in dry alpine regions (e.g., the central Chilean Andes, Arroyo et al. 1999). The fact that

the coldest environments are occupied by cushion Androsace corroborates eco-physiological

evidence that the cushion’s dense canopy acts as a temperature variation buffer by elevating
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the temperature inside the plant (Körner 1999; Larcher et al. 2010), thus enabling tolerance

to colder conditions.

Our study reveals that the ancestor of Androsace was a short-lived species, probably

therefore inhabiting cold steppes in Eurasia. The cushion life form then appeared

independently in the two main clades, as they were already geographically isolated in Asia

and Europe (Schneeweiss et al. 2004). These two events occurred roughly around 12.5 Mya

in Asia and 7.4 Mya in Europe (see Fig. 1, nodes 24 and 57 are shown in Appendix S5 and

dated in Appendix S6). Similar cases of repeated evolution of a morphological trait in a

clade have already been studied and can be explained by similar selection pressures in

geographically isolated environments (Wiens et al. 2006). Even if our large-scale approach

cannot directly demonstrate it, the convergent evolution of the cushion life form in the

Central Asian and American–European clades could be attributed to strong selection

pressures toward cold tolerance resulting from the rapid rise of the Alpide belt in the

Miocene and to similar biotic contexts (i.e., temperate biomes of the Northern Hemisphere,

Fine and Ree 2006).

THE CUSHION LIFE FORM: A KEY INNOVATION

Although a macroevolutionary study such as ours does not enable the investigation of the

precise mechanisms by which plant morphological adaptations permit particular climatic

tolerances, we can suggest from our results that the evolution toward harsh alpine niches has

been enabled by the emergence of the cushion life form. Indeed, the fact that a model with

several selective optima (OU3) has a better fit than a model of drift (BM) model indicates

that different climatic constraints have acted on the different life forms. This result is even

stronger when we note that the ancestors of Androsace have probably experienced a

fluctuating environment, a situation ideally modeled by BM. Therefore, the selection toward

optimal niches in each life form has been strong enough to overcome the effects of climate

fluctuations. We can consequently affirm that the cushion life form is a key innovation in

the genus Androsace, leading to a significant change in the fundamental niche of the species

that possessed it and allowing them to colonize the cold habitats created by the alpide

orogeny. Key innovations are known to be major sources of ecological opportunity and are

often associated with increased niche disparity (Losos and Mahler 2010). Even if our study

does not specifically address this question, it can provide a qualitative answer to it. Indeed,

the fast increase of niche disparity found here seems to coincide with the emergence of the

cushion life form (Fig. 3), even if we did not specifically tested that this increase was mainly

due to clades possessing the cushion life form. Moreover, cushions seem to have a broader

occupancy of the climatic space than other life forms (Fig. 2). Further work is still needed to

see whether cushions also stimulated diversification rates, a consequence that would be

expected from such a key innovation (Glor 2010) and that has already been observed in

many lineages that colonized the Andes (Donoghue 2008).

A GENERAL SCENARIO FOR THE EVOLUTION OF ALPINE PLANTS?

Putting together our results gives a clear picture of the evolution of cold tolerance in

Androsace, which can be summarized in the following scenario. Ancestors of the genus,

probably already adapted to the temperate conditions of cold steppes, rode the rising
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mountain chain of the Alpide belt. The increasing isolation of these new “continental

islands” combined with poor dispersal ability prevented species from migrating back to their

optimal habitats and instead forced them to adapt in situ to survive. Under the strong

selection pressures for increased cold tolerance that these species experienced, the cushion

life form evolved as a key morphological innovation, enabling the occupation of novel

alpine habitats.

This scenario is strikingly similar to the one inferred for the evolution of Espeletia

(Asteraceae) by Monasterio and Sarmiento (1991). This Andean plant genus originated as a

rainforest tree and subsequently colonized the high-altitude paramo habitats created by the

Andean orogeny due to the evolution of the pachycaulous life form. The similar

environmental conditions and orogenic history along with the presence of the same

pachycaulous morphology in several genera of tropical-alpine plants such as Puya in the

Andes and Dendrosenecio and Lobelia in East Africa suggest that their evolutionary history

could have been similar. Despite differences between climatic conditions in tropical

highlands and cold areas of the Northern Hemisphere (Körner 2007), the scenario proposed

above may quite effectively describe the general stages for the evolution of adaptation to

alpine habitats in plants. Several plant genera distributed in the Holarctic ecozone and that

contain species bearing the cushion life form such as Saxifraga, Draba, or Silene would be

preferred candidates to test the generality of this scenario.

ASSUMPTIONS AND POSSIBLE SOURCES OF ERROR

Our study potentially presents some limitations. First, there is a strong disequilibrium

between Central Asian and American–European species, the former being sampled a lot less

(in terms of the occurrence points as well as for the phylogeny). However, the analysis

conducted on a subset of species with at least 15 points (a number that has been

demonstrated to be large enough for a reliable niche estimation, Stockwell and Peterson

2002) shows the robustness of our results (Appendix S2) and the low fit of the OU2 model

compared to OU3 also indicates that climatic differences between clades are not as

important as differences explained by biological traits. Second, we used climate data

obtained by large-scale interpolations and thus containing potential errors. It is hoped that

the resampling procedure we applied on the niche distributions helped to alleviate the effects

of these errors. We must also recognize that as in all attempts to incorporate climatic

variables in studies of macroevolution, we cannot rule out that climatic variables were

differently correlated in the past. As already mentioned, soil ecology is known to be an

important driver of alpine plants distributions (Alvarez et al. 2009) and could be a

confounding factor in our work. This variable was anyway not available at such a large

geographic scale and we believe moreover that this large scale prevents soil type from being

totally confounded with one climatic variable. Lastly, it is important to stress that

microevolutionary experiments on the selective advantage of different life forms in different

environmental conditions would really help to corroborate our speculation concerning the

parallel evolution of cushions and alpine niches.
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Conclusion

In a recent debate on the niche conservatism paradigm, some authors (e.g., Losos 2008b)

suggested that more studies on different groups were necessary to assess the generality of

this phenomenon. Moving away from the extensively studied examples of groups of reptiles

and amphibians, we provide, through comprehensive analysis, a robust and clear answer for

a genus of arctic-alpine plants in which niche lability prevails. As noted by some authors

(e.g., Wiens 2008; Cooper et al. 2010), raw estimations of phylogenetic signal are of little

interest when attempting to understand niche evolution. Including simple measures such as

the tempo and mode of evolution of the niche, as well as a biological trait, enables us to

better understand niche evolution in a particular group, making the link between ecology

and evolution clearer. In doing so, we showed how occupation of alpine niches in Androsace

has been triggered by the emergence of a key innovation: the cushion life form.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Evolution of life forms in the Androsace genus. The tree is the consensus tree for 71 species of the genus, with the time scale

given in million years. Two main clades segregate from the root. Each ancestral node is colored according to the marginal

likelihoods of the different life forms in the NEJ-root model (red = short-lived; green = perennial; blue = cushion). Tips are

colored the same way. The cushion life form appears independently in the two main clades. Photographs show representatives of

the different life forms. (A) A. septentrionalis, short-lived (annual, photo: S. Aubert/SAJF). (B) A. adfinis, perennial (photo:

F.Boucher/LECA). (C) A. helvetica, cushion (photo: F. Boucher/LECA). (D) Schematic representation of the cushion

morphology, with its dense canopy formed by radial ramifications (illustration in R. Ruffier-Lanche 1964).
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Figure 2.
Climatic niche separation. Ordination plot of mean OMI scores, with standard deviation bars, for 51 species of the Androsace

genus. Moisture increases and temperature decreases when moving toward higher positive values. Species are colored according

to their life forms. Cushions occupy a larger part of the climatic space than other life forms.
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Figure 3.
Relative disparity through time (DTT) for the climatic niche in Androsace. In black, the bold and dashed lines indicate,

respectively, the mean and the 5% and 95% quantiles of the Brownian Motion simulations (10 simulations for each resampling

step). The bold line in gray and the shaded area indicate the mean and 95% envelope of the observed disparities in the 10,000

resamples taken from niches and trees. As trees have different branching times, all curves are plotted against the mean time of

each speciation event across the 100 trees. The dashed area indicates the approximate period between the two appearances of the

cushion life form, probably in Asia (−12.5 ± 2.8 Mya) and in Europe (−7.4 ± 2.6 Mya), which seems to coincide with the

increase in disparity.
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Figure 4.
Evolutionary models comparisons. (A) AIC distributions of the six Mk models fitted on the 100 trees with 62 species. (B) AICc

distributions of the four niche evolution models, fitted for 51 species on 10,000 resamples from trees, niches, and ancestral life

forms where necessary. All AIC and AICc distributions are significantly different according to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (all

P-values < 0.01).
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Figure 5.
Estimation of the niche evolutionary optima for the OU3 model on the two main environmental gradients, for the three different

life forms. All optima distributions are significantly different according to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (all P-values < 0.01). The

driest niches have been selected in short-lived species and the coldest in cushions.
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Table 1
Estimated indices of phylogenetic signal, tempo, and mode of evolution. For each index
used, the mean (± standard deviation) of all values obtained over the 10,000 resamples is
presented for each OMI axis. The two exponents indicate the percentage of P-values ≤
0.05 in the tests against the particular values of 0 and 1, respectively (K is only tested
against 0). Note that δ stops at 2.99 due to its calculation in the geiger package in R

K λ δ κ

OMI 1 0.29 (±0.08)85− 0.63 (±0.21)83 92 2.99 (±0.02)100 100 0.21 (±0.19)100 100

OMI 2 0.29 (±0.09)72− 0.64 (±0.20)68 90 2.99 (±0.05)100 100 0.16 (±0.16)100 100
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